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Abstract

The problems of numerical modeling of thermohydraulics in assembly of fuel elements of fast
reactors with the partial blockage of cross-section under the coolant are considered. The information
about existing codes constructed on use of subchannel technique and model of porous body are
presented. The results of calculation obtained by these codes are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The calculated researches of thermohydraulics of locked assemblies of rods, as three-
dimensional flows with large perturbation of velocity fields, are based on two approaches:
subchannel technique and model of a porous body. First from them is founded on a solution of
the equations of impulse, mass and energy conservation in channels (cells) formed by
adjacent fuel elements [1 - 5], second - on representation of a bundle of rods by an anisotropic
porous medium with distributed on volume heat release (a quasi-homogeneous model) [6 -
10].

On the subchannel approach the following programs are based: COBRA-IIIC [11],
THJ-3D [12], DECOS [13], UZU [14,15], ASFRE [16], SABRE [17], SABRENA-3D [26]
etc.

The programs based on a model of a porous body are: THJNC-IV [18], COMMJX-1,
COMMJX-2 [19], BACCHUS [20], TOODEE [21], UGRA, PROTVA [7,22], PORTER,
TEMPER [23], THEHYCO-3DT [24], PHOENJCS [25] etc.

It is necessary to noted, that in most cases calculations of velocity and temperature
fields in assembly with blockages, executed by these programs, had the purpose to debug a
technique of calculation on an experimental material; however there are papers, for example
[14, 15, 27 - 30], in which were investigated a structure and characteristics of velocity and
temperature fields. In a number of works a quantitative agreement of results of calculation
and experiment has a place , in other - only the qualitative agreement is observed.

A problem is set up below to analyze being available computational researches on
thermohydraulics of locked assemblies of fuel elements to receive whenever possible integral
picture in a problem of the computational approaches to study of thermohydraulics of fuel
assembly with partial blockage of cross-section.

2. CALCULATIONS OF VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE FIELDS IN LOCKED
ASSEMBLY OF FUEL ELEMENTS, BASED ON THE SUBCHANNEL TECHNIQUE

The subchannel approach to calculation of velocity and temperature fields in locked
assemblies of fuel elements is based on the solution of a set of equations of mass, momentum
and energy balance, that allows to receive distribution of the flow rates and heating of the
coolant on channels of considered assembly.

The existing programs of subchannel calculation differ by a degree of registration of
various ways of interchannel exchange, various terms in equations of balances, formulation of
boundary conditions, system of initial constants, and accordingly, by accuracy of the
description of thermohydraulic characteristics of assemblies of fuel elements.
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A special problem is the problem to formulate boundary conditions. With a set of
balance equations usually set:
- Distribution of an enthalpy, longitudinal and transversal components of velocity, and also

upstream pressure in assembly; or
- Distribution of transversal components of velocity at assembly inlet and pressure profile at

assembly inlet and outlet.
The second version of boundary conditions formulation allows to take into account

distribution of disturbances against a flow, that essentially increases accuracy of calculation in
case of strong disturbances which have a place at assembly blockage. The type of boundary
conditions determines the numerical scheme used for the solution of balance equations. The
analysis conducted in [31, 32] testifies to necessity of further researches connected with
boundary conditions.

The more in-depth and steep familiarity with a problem of the subchannel approach of
calculation of fuel assembly thermohydraulics of reactors can be received from the paper [2].

Let's consider results of calculation of locked assemblies of rods obtained by the
various authors at use of those or other programs of subchannel calculation, making some
comments to the programs and analyzing results of calculation.

2.1. Program COBRA-IIIC

Results of calculation of velocity and pressure fields of the program COBRA-IIIC in
assembly of smooth rods with local blockage [33] satisfactorily agree with experiment (fig. 1).
As the authors [33] mark, the degree of agreement is largely determined by a correctness of
values of resistance coefficients.

In the work [34] the good agreement of calculation results obtained by the same
program and experimental data for assemblies with a degree of blockage 70 % and 90 % is
reached at arrangement of blockade between stringers (fig.2). At the same time, as the authors
[34] mark, the program COBRA-IIIC could not calculate velocities of the coolant in
assembly at arrangement of blockade near the lattice, as unexpectedly there was a
computational instability.

The initial constants for the program COBRA-IIIC are given in a table I.

2.2. About influence of selection of determining constants in the computational
programs

Many authors (for example [35]) mark, that at calculation of locked assemblies of
fuel elements not approximate but correct (in the full formulation) record of a balance
equation for process of cross-sectional exchange by substation at approprlNPE selection of
determining constants is necessary. In particular, it is asserted by the authors of the paper
[16], as the results, obtained by them, by the program ASFRE testify to strong relation of
maximum temperature in assembly from selection of initial constants - resistance coefficients
and characteristics of cross-sectional exchange. Last (especially resistance coefficients to a
cross-sectional flow), under the judgment of the authors [16], to be determined with the
special correctness.

The comparison of calculation results of Lin etc. [36, 37] with experimental data of
Wantland [38] has revealed necessity of the correct taking into account the interchannel
exchange stipulated wire wrapper on fuel elements. It is necessary to note, that the most full
system of initial constants is the system offered in IPPE and published in papers [39 - 41]
(generalizations of a system of constants see in [42, 43]). This system of constants with
success is used in the programs of subchannel calculation of fuel elements assemblies.

The conducted in IPPE analysis [4] has shown equivalence of a system of balance
equations recorded in subchannel representation, to a set of boundary layer equations. Non-
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Fig. 1. Distribution of mean velocity of the coolant (a) and pressure drop
(6) on length of channels in model assembly [33] (calculations by the
COBRA-mC program).

Fig. 2. Distribution of longitudinal component of velocity on length of
channels Jf° 1, 2, 3: O, D, V, A - experimental data; , ,
calculation by the COBRA-IHC program [341.



TABLE I. INPUT DATA FOR THE PROGRAM COBRA-IIIC USED IN THE PAPER [34]

Parameter Labels in the
program
COBRA

Blockage degree

70% 90%
1. Resistance to a transversal flow

2. Momentum transfer

3. Coefficient of turbulent momentum
transfer

4. Coefficient of friction for smooth rods
5. Coefficient of loss on friction in an

interchannel lattice

6. Coefficient of loss on for channel 1
friction in an interchannel
blockage for channel 2

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Length of model, mm
Evaluation of deviation,
The whole time, s
Coefficient of turbulent
Temperature, 2N

for other
channels

mm

transfer

f,

f

K,s\

KS2

Z

Az
T

P
t

0,02
0,25

1,0

0,02
0,25

1,0

0,34Pe-°'25 0,34Pe -0,2

1,14
0,5

0,0

0,0

1016
12,7
0,0

0,02
30

1,14
0,5

0,05

0,0

1016
12,7
2,0
0,02
30

accounting longitudinal molecular and turbulent transfer by a momentum and heat in balance
equations stipulates approximate results of calculation obtained by the programs COBRA-
IIIC, THJ-3D, ASFRE, SABRE, DECOS. The increase of calculation accuracy is promoted
by taking into account of longitudinal diffusion of momentum and heat. The full kind of
balance equations for this case is given in the paper [4]. In this case set of equations becomes
similar to a set of Navier-Stokes equations correctly circumscribing flows with strong
disturbances.
2.3. Program UZU

The attempt to take into account of effect of longitudinal diffusion is made in the
UZU program [11, 15]. Besides in the UZU code in mass and momentum balance equations
the thermal expansion of sodium is taken into account.

Boundary conditions used in the UZU code is the following:
- at assembly inlet the pressure profile uniform, cross-sectional velocity component is

absent;
- at assembly outlet the velocity and temperature distribution is steady-state;
- on a vertical plane of symmetry normal gradients of pressure, of longitudinal velocity and

of temperatures are equal to zero;
- on surface of blockage the tangent stresses are substituted by force of friction. The normal

velocity components disappear in case of rigid blockage. In case of porous blockage the
axial components on the lower and upper surfaces correspond to velocities of fluid leakage
through blockage.
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The cross-sectional turbulent diffusion of a momentum ( ^ ) is represented by a

ratio:

<=cff*A (i)
where ctJ- distance center to center of adjacent channels; wy - mean velocity in two adjacent

channels; fitj - coefficient of turbulent transfer assigned to the ratio Rowe and Angle [43]:

^ = £ 7 7 ^ (2)

OAy

Here dnj, Re,-, - mean hydraulic diameter and the Reynolds number for two adjacent

channels; £ and 0C~ constant defined from experience.

The axial turbulent diffusion of momentum ys°) is expressed by a ratio, implying
from the Prandtl theory

sa=l2- (3)

where length of a path of mixing is according to Nikuradze

— = 0,14-0,08M--J -0,06n--J (4)

From (4) it is possible to receive (average on the area), that
L = 0,04Lm (5)
The value Lm varies in an interval from dr up to DB (diameter of blockage). The

resistance coefficient for longitudinal current is determined according to a Blasius ratio for

round pipes. The resistance coefficient for cross-sectional flow (/c) is injected from a ratio

Fishenden and Saunders (is quoted in [15]) for bundles of rods and has a kind:

(6)

where Rec - local Reynolds number calculated from velocity of cross-sectional flow and

diameter of a rod d; lp - distance center to center of adjacent rods. The constants 4 , 4

6C are determined from an experimental data.
From paper [14, 15] it is visible that the results of calculations depend on size of

assigned parameters:
— The increase of coefficients of intermixing results in more fast equalization of a velocity

profile and decreasing of length of recirculating zone;
- The increase of a coefficient of axial diffusion also reduces length of recirculating zone.

A special problem is the analysis of calculation results of natural convection in locked
assembly of rods. This problem is connected to a difference of temperatures between central
and circumferential zones of assembly and taking into account the thermal sodium extension
with temperature. It looks as follows by results of calculation of the author [14, 15].

At taking into account of the thermal extension of sodium it is visible (Qefi.3, a), that at
small distances z behind blockade (smaller, than 192 mm) sodium is accelerated in a central
zone (where temperature higher) and is decelerated in a circumferential zone (where
temperature lower).

The arising lift immedlNPEly behind blockage (z=7,5 mm - fig. 3, a) reduces
intensity of recirculation, and peak of temperature becomes higher, than if the thermal
extension of sodium is not taken into account. However at distances removed from blockage
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Fig. 3, a, 6. Computational (UZU program [14, 15]) profiles of velocities (a) and temperature
(6) of the coolant in a number of cross sections behind central blockage of assembly of fuel
elements : with allowance for dependence of density of the coolant from temperature,

for a constant density of the coolant [14, 15].

(z = 64,2 mm), as well as on segments before blockage (z = -18 mm), temperature becomes
lower, than if the thermal extension of sodium is not taken into account, as main weight of a
flow is accelerated.

In the total it is possible to conclude: the neglect in calculations by the thermal
extension of sodium results in underestimation of peak of temperature in sodium and
overestimate of sodium temperature at outlet) (far from blockage).

It is necessary to note., that the influence of natural convection is characterized by a
Richardson criterion, which is determined as a measure of the ratio of gravity to force of
inertia:

Kl = —2
W

(7)

where w - mean-mixing flow velocity of the coolant; Tmax - maximum temperature in a flow
behind blockage; Tm - mean temperature in cross-section, where is maximum temperature (in
a flow behind blockage); L - length of energy release behind blockage; J3 - thermal
expansion coefficient of sodium; g - acceleration of gravity.

The calculations of Miyaguchi [15] were conducted for value of parameter
Ri = 1,27*1 (T2.

Let's consider the calculations of Miyaguchi, executed by the program UZU for case,
when the central blockage (38 %) placed immedlNPEly on the lattice, that for practice is quite
probably [15].

It was shown, that in this case temperatures in sections z/p. = 0,64 and 9,49 are

higher, than for blockage without lattices (fig.4, a).
Distributions of temperature on altitude of assembly in channels ' 1,2,3,4 is

characterized by peaks on the lattice with small displacement on a course of a flow (5efi.4, a).
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channel

N2 channel

Fig. 4, a, 6. Computational (UZU program [14, 15]) distribution of temperature in cross
sections (a) and on length of channels K° 1 and 4 (6) in assembly with 38 % central blockage:

without of a lattice; with a lattice.

The maximum temperatures take place in a channel ' 1, and the peak of temperature appears
much above, than for blockade without a lattice.

Other results of calculations of the hydrodynamic and thermal characteristics
(velocities, pressure, temperature), obtained by the program UZU, are shown in a fig. 5, a, a, a
in a comparison with experimental data (the versions of blockage are shown on 5en.5, a) [44].
It is necessary to note a whole satisfactory agreement of calculation results and experiment.
The maximum deviation is no more of 10 %, can be explained by some imperfection of a
computational model and accuracy of experiments. Besides the calculations are made for
nominal geometry, and actually geometry of assembly can differ from nominal.

The deviation for a channel l 1 between the computational and measured data (in a
position A - fig. 5, a) the authors [44] explain much more actual leakage behind blockage,
than it is supposed in calculations.

2.4. Thermohydraulic calculations of two-phase flows

The analysis of thermohydraulic processes in assembly of fuel elements at two-phase
flow (boiling, availability of gas in the coolant), spent with the help of codes based on a
subchannel technique represents the large interest. So the authors [26] have analyzed with the
help of the SABENA-3D code sodium boiling in model assembly with blockage, and the
authors [45] have considered process of an accumulation of gases behind blockage by the
SABRE code.

Before to proceed to the analysis of these works it is expedient to illustrate, according
to being available representations, general scheme of most important thermohydraulic
appearances in a track behind the central blockage (Sen. 6), and also processes of formation of
a liquid (drainage) film and flow of vapor behind blockage in region of fuel element (in case
of boiling of the coolant) - fig. 7. It will be useful for understanding a number of positions of
papers [26,45].

The black arrows on fig. 7 submit fluid, the white arrows - vapor or two-phase flow.
The area of interface (especially in a zone A) is not constant, and is subject to random
changes; in a zone A a flow "comes across" to a surface of fuel element, partially merges with
a main flow (impact current), and partially is directed in liquid (drainage) film and to
reversible flow in a track.
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the UZU program; D, o, A - experimental
data.
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2.4.1. Calculations of sodium boiling in locked fuel assemblies by the SABENA code

In the paper [26] the analysis of processes of sodium boiling with reference to two
experiments conducted with locked assembly of fuel elements is carried out. The first
experiment (37WEB-143) concerns to model with partial (50 %) blockage consisting of 37
elements (the purpose of the analysis was to underline importance of processes of oscillations
arising at steady-state boiling, and to consider process of transition to crisis of heat transfer);
the second experiment is conducted on model consisting from 23 fuel elements at full
blockage of cross-section, according to the international program SCARABEE (France), -
experiment SCARABEE PI-A with researches of process of destruction of fuel elements
clads and behavior of melted materials in conditions of formation of cracks both in fuel
elements clads and in a cover of assembly (the important information on a problem of crisis of
the first kind and destruction of fuel elements, connected with him, was obtained. It was the
purpose of the analysis by the computational program SABENA-3D, constructed on two-
liquid technique of calculation).

The description of the SABENA-3D program and results of calculation
The existence of cooled sodium around boiling area results in processes of evaporation

and condensation representing key moments of an appearance (they result in instability in
calculations also because of large gradients of temperature across the boundary between
turbulent area behind blockage and area of main flow - fig. 6, 7).

In the SABENA-3D program, as in the rather universal program of the analysis of
many problems connected to sodium boiling in parallel channels of fuel assembly, velocity of
vapor condensation is calculated under the formula obtained because from the kinetic theory:

rc = (8)

49% - Central blockage

1. Spacer grid
2. Upper stagnation point
3. Reverse flow

21%-Comer blockage

4. Centre of the vortex
5. Mixing zone between main

flow and recirculating flow

6. Blockage

Fig. 6. A typical flow pattern behind of central and angular blockage.
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where Xc - coefficient of condensation; A, - area of surface of single volume; M -molecular
mass of sodium; R - gas constant; Psal - pressure of saturation; P,Tf - pressure and
temperature of fluid; Tg - temperature of vapor.

For calculation of boiling processes behind blockage it was necessary to have a rather
small time step to avoid of excessive vapor condensation in area with large gradients of
temperature.

The 37WEB-143 experiment was analyzed by the SABENA-3D program from a
beginning of boiling before transition to crisis of heat transfer at the constant sodium flow rate
through assembly and constant temperature at inlet.
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Length of analyzable area was divided into 73 segments, near to blockage the interval
of a partition was 0,005< Az <0,04 mm. Total of computational elements was 73x44=3212;
the symmetry of assembly with respect to 180° was taken into account.

The results of calculations have shown, that in a condition before crisis the steady-state
oscillations, characteristic for bubble boiling take place, and the process of propagation of
boiling with consequent transition to crisis is accompanied significant in time leakage of
vapor from area of local boiling to area of adjacent channels (fig.8, a): if at z=9,63 s
(<7=138,2 W/cm2) the area of boiling is small and is localized, then after 12 seconds (#=139,7
W/cm2) sudden increase of vapor volume happens (fig. 8, a), the area of boiling extends,
being spreaded on a turbulent zone after blockage; there is a mode of dehumidifying (fig.8, a),
"pure" recirculating flow is upset (because of a great many of vapor; the oscillations is
increased sharply, exceeding steady-state oscillations; the transition to crisis happens which is
spreaded up to hexagonal cover; the mode of flow of a liquid phase is transformed (fig.8, a).

The tendency, detected in calculation, of propagation of boiling and transition to crisis
in general has agreement with experiment. Also, in general, results of calculations of process
of oscillation of the flow rate at assembly outlet have agreement with experiment also: in
calculation the oscillatory process began from z=l,75 s, reached a maximum at 2=2,75 s (with
amplitude 1,3 m3/h); in experiment the beginning of oscillations was fixed at z=l,8 s, the
maximum was reached at z=3,75 s, with amplitude I,5m3/h.

Thus program rather precisely predicted change of vapor volume in analyzable
assembly. A little bit smaller, than in experiment, the values of characteristic times for process
were, apparently, are connected to the insufficient taking into account in calculations of vapor
condensation. At the same time coefficient of condensation Xc was intentionally
underestimated for preventing numerical instability.

The crisis of heat transfer for circumferential fuel elements came in experiment later,
than for central fuel elements (approximately to the 13-th second after a beginning of
boiling), the calculations have resulted in delay on a comparison with experiment on 0,2 - 0,7
seconds.

The extension of capabilities of the SABENA-3D program for calculation of process
of covers melting and fuel melting in conditions of crisis is supposed. If for central area of
fuel assembly this process can be described in two-dimensional statement (r — z), for
circumferential area it is necessary to take into account interaction of melted materials with a
flat wall of the assembly.

2.4.2. Calculations of thermohydraulic of locked fuel assemblies in operational modes with
entered gas by the SABRE code [45]

Fig. 9 show a degree of agreement experimentally obtained and calculated by the
SABRE code of radial temperature profiles in sodium behind 49 % central blockage in a
direction of a corner and plane of a fuel assembly cover on various distances from blockage
(velocity of a main flow - 4i/fi). For 21 % angular blockage it can be seen from fig. 10.

The distributions of temperatures behind central and angular blockade (as isotherms)
under the data of experiment and calculation are shown on fig.l 1 and fig. 12.

3. CALCULATIONS OF VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE FIELDS IN LOCKED
ASSEMBLIES OF FUEL ELEMENTS, BASED ON MODEL OF A POROUS BODY

3.1. UGRA, PROTVA, COMMJX programs

The model of a porous body (or quasi-homogeneous model), is explicitly
circumscribed, for example, in works [7, 46] and used in these works for development of a
computational technique with a construction of the UGRA and PROTVA programs, allows to
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calculate a mean velocity, pressure and temperature fields in assembly of fuel elements. The
assembly of fuel elements, streamlined by the coolant, is simulated by solid medium with
internal resistance and energy release.

The two-dimensional set of equations for porous medium is solved in [47, 48] at use
of the following boundary conditions:
- velocity and temperature on the boundaries are set from experiments, the pressure is

determined from an equation such as the Poisson;

Run N$1
Main flow velocity 4m/s
—.— Experimental results

SABRE calculation

Temperature {'C] S 2 ° '
' Distance from the blockage

120mm
(2 IG 8 S V 2 2 4 6 S 10 12 1U

80mm

(0mm

20 mm
U 6 8 10 12 in

soo

5S0--

500--

"45O--

too

Run N2287
Main flow velocity 4m/s
—.— Experimental results

SABRE calculation

Distance from the blockage
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IV I? 10 8 6 H 2 i <i S 8 10 12 !U
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Fig. 9. 49 % central blockage, radial
temperature profiles in sodium
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Fig. 10. 21 % angular blockage, radial
profiles of temperature in sodium
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- on a line of a symmetry the flows of mass, momentum and heat are equal to zero;
- the rigid walls are impenetrable and adiabatic;
- the pressure is constant at inlet.

The comparison of calculation results of work [48] with the experimental data [49],
[27] has resulted in introduction of correction to a technique [7, 46] for components of
volumetric force of resistance dependent from a local angle of attack and coefficient of an
anisotropy of resistance.

The accuracy of calculations by the program UGRA and PROTVA of a field of
velocity at blockage is evaluated by the authors [7, 46] as 5 %, field of pressure as 15 %, field
of temperature as 10 %.

The authors of the paper [48] offer the following computational formula for length of
recirculating zone:

L 28(1+,gyV-a

yd
(9)
( 9 )

where y^ - relative step of fuel elements, /?- degree of blockage , ^z,an - coefficients.

For calculation of coolant overheating behind blockage the following formula is
offered:

t™ -t0 = ~^^Re°'28[l-exp(-10,8/?0-28)], (10)

where qF - heat flow from unit of a surface of a fuel element, w0 - velocity before blockage.
The comparison of calculation results of a temperature field in locked assembly

obtained by the COMMJX code [19] with experimental data for assembly with lateral
blockade at screw wrapper of rods (wire wrappers) indicates, that the best agreement of results
is reached at the taking into account in a computational model of convective transfer
stipulated by wire wrappers (fig. 13).

In case of porous blockage the axial leakage through blockage is calculated from a
difference of pressure between two surfaces. The distribution of temperature within the limits
of blockage can be calculated from heat conduction of a blockage material, from leakage in
axial direction and at definition of heat transfer coefficient for a surface of blockage.

3.2. PORTER, TEMPER programs [23]

In the above-stated methods of calculation of three-dimensional flows and
temperatures of the coolant in bundles of fuel elements with a strong disturbance of a
velocity field (blockage) the finite difference approximation of equations on rectangular grids
is implemented. Under the judgment of the authors [23], "it does not reflect geometry of a
structure of a triangular lattice of fuel elements, hampers calculation of distribution of the
coolant on cells of a bundle and complicates taking into account of existing systems of
empirical constants on interchannel interaction". Besides the authors note[23], that majority
of methods based on quasi-homogeneous model are devoted to calculation only of two-
dimensional flows of the coolant.

The authors [23] emanate from a set of equations circumscribing three-dimensional
flow of the coolant as in bundles of fuel elements, both in free areas, i.e. from a set of
equations which is transient to finite difference approximation of equations of the Navier-
Stokes on a triangular grid in case of free areas. This general statement of a problem is a
doubtless virtue of work [23]. The properties of the given approach can be found in [50].
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The solution of a set of equations of momentum and mass conservation implements by
the numerical method developed for the solution of three-dimensional equations of the
Navier-Stokes [51].

With the purpose of the substantation of developed in [50] approaches realized in the
program PORTER, the calculations of velocity and temperature fields of the coolant in
experimental assembly of fuel elements with various blockage of cross-sections were
executed. The calculated fields were compared to experimental data.

For calculation of three-dimensional fields of coolant temperature in assembly of fuel
elements from calculated velocities fields the program (subprogram) TEMPER is developed.
In it the algorithm of the numerical solution of equations of thermal energy balance obtained
for triangular cells of a bundle of fuel elements is realized. In equations the diffusion and
convective flows of thermal energy on all directions of a bundle are taken into account.

Calculation of a temperature field in 19-rods assembly with lateral blockage. The
assembly was considered, for which the experimental data on distribution of fluid temperature
at outlet [38] are obtained.

Some characteristics of assembly: diameter of fuel elements - d =5,84 mm, length of

fuel elements - 1016 mm, relative step of fuel elements - y^-\,2A, step of wire wrapper -

304,8 mm, length of a heated segment - 457,2 mm, distance from a beginning of a heated
segment before blockage - 101,6 mm; the coolant - sodium, velocity of the coolant - 6,93
m/s.

The temperatures of the coolant in cells of a bundle are measured in positions shown
on fig. 14.

The values of diffusivities in momentum and energy equations reflecting an operation
of interchannel intermixing (including through wire wrapper) were set pursuant to [6], and
resistance coefficients in longitudinal and cross-sectional directions of a bundle - pursuant to
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[6, 22]. At inlet and outlet bundle the rectangular distributions of axial component of velocity
were assumed.

The bundle was divide into 26 computational sections on altitude with uniform step
Az=25,4 mm, the blockade placed at a level of the sixth cross-section.

As a whole, it is possible to consider, that the results of calculation were agreed with
the computational data (fig. 14): the deviation in heating has not exceeded 10 % from a mean
heating, that has made no more 15°C, and the maximum deviation had a place in area of near-
a-wall cells, for which the geometric factor was insufficiently strictly taken into account.
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Fig. 14. A comparison of computational (program COMMK-I) and of experimentally found
distributions of temperature in cross section of model assembly with lateral blockage [38].*
A - withhout wire wrap, • -with wire wrap.

Calculation of velocity field in 61-rods assembly with central and lateral blockage.
The degree of central blockage was 17 and 38 %, lateral - 50 %; the distributions of velocities
and statistical pressure in assembly are obtained in experience of the authors [52, 14].

Some characteristics of assembly: diameter of rods - d = 26 mm, length of rods -

2000 mm, relative step of rods - y^ = 1,215, distance of arrangement of blockage from inlet

bundle - 500 mm, coolant - water, Reynolds number in experience - Re=2*104; 2,9* 104;
3,9*104.

The calculations are made by the program PORTER at Re=3,9*104 for 38 % central
blockage and lateral blockage.

For reduction of volumes of calculations the length of assembly in calculation was
taken equal 1000 mm, and position of blockage - on a distance of 200 mm from inlet bundle.
It was supposed, that it can be made because of weak influence the postconditions and
blockage against current to flow of the coolant. The rectangular distributions of velocities at
input and output bundle were set. In calculations the difference of the form of cross-sections
of circumferential cells from central was not taken into account.

The computational area of a bundle was divide into 50 sections on length with uniform
step Az=20mm.
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The computational and experimentally found distributions of axial component of
velocity (referred to mean velocity w) on a radius of assembly on various distances from

blockage z/n (DB - diameter of blockage) were satisfactorily agreed one another in central

area of assembly (fig. 15). However in circumferential cells the deviation reached 30 %
(especially in section of arrangement of blockage), that is explained by a discordance of the
actual sizes of these cells to the sizes adopted in calculation.

Calculated length of a recirculation zone (Lw = 336 mm) has appeared close to
experimentally found ( - 4 1 0 mm) [52]. The computational distribution of axial velocity
component in central channels in a recirculation zone also slightly differed from an
experimental data (fig. 16). That is possible to tell about 50 % lateral blockage (fig. 17),
though the computational values of velocities in a zone of recirculation lie a little bit below
experimentally obtained (if the form of circumferential cells is not taken into account).

Let's mark, that in case of lateral blockage the more good agreement of calculated and
experimentally measured distributions of velocity in section of a bundle at a level of blockage
is obtained, that is connected to smaller influence of nonstandard circumferential cells to
general flow, than in case of 38 % central blockage.

Calculation of velocity and pressure field in 19-rods assembly with 55 % central
blockage. The hydrodynamics of the given assembly is investigated experimentally in IPPE by
authors [53]. The assembly consists of smooth rods {d=\9 mm, working length -745 mm),
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Fig. 15. A comparison of computational [23} and of experimentally found [14], [52]
distributions of velocities behind 38 % central blockage of 61-rods assembly, x - calculation for
Re = 3.9-104; O - experiment for Re = 3.9'10'<; 9 - experiment for Re = 2.9*104.
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Fig. 17. Distribution of axial component of velocity on length of a zone of recirculation behind
50 % lateral blockade of 61-rods assembly in a channel with maximum velocity of a return
flow; » - experiment [14], — o—o— - calculation [23].

located in hexagonal cover with a step y^ = 1,17 (geometry of fuel elements lattice of fast

reactors). The blocking slice (thickness S = 8 mm) placed on a distance 380 mm from inlet
bundle of rods. The more in-depth data about assembly and results of researches see in [53].

For calculation the experimental mode with a maximum Reynolds number Re =
33000 is selected. As the blockage overlapped all standard cells of a bundle, leaving for pass
of the coolant only nonstandart cells near a wall, in calculations the difference of cross-
sections, resistance coefficients and coefficients of exchange of cells near a wall from
standard triangular cells was taken into account.
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The coefficient of effective viscosity defined through a coefficient of turbulent
exchange is taken from the data [1]. For a considered Reynolds number it is

V
On the fig. 18 computational and experimentally found in work [53] distributions of

axial velocity component in central cells on length of a bundle are compared. It is visible, that
the calculated flow qualitatively corresponds to actual, but is characterized by almost twice
smaller velocity of damping of non-uniformity in a track behind blockage.

V /

o o

' 200 AOQ 500 600 700 Z,mm

Fig. 18. Distribution of axial component of velocity on length of central cells of 19-rods
assembly with central blockage; - calculation [23]: 1 - v:4=2,5-10"4m2/s, 2 -
v^=2,S-10'3m2/s; o - experiment [53].

The supposition was made, that the deviation with experiment is connected to value
of interchannel exchange coefficient, which for flow behind blockage in the given assembly
considerably exceeds the value, adopted in calculation determined for stabilized flow.
Therefore Additional calculation with a coefficient of the turbulent interchannel exchange
exceeding in 10 times a coefficient of exchange for stabilized current (i.e. v3^=2,5*10"3 m2/s)

was executed. In this case damping of non-uniformity of velocity in a track and size of a
recirculation zone have appeared close to experimentally measured (curve 2 on fig. 18).
However maximum velocity of recirculation behind blockage twice has decreased on a
comparison with the experimentally measured values. In this connection the authors [23]
consider that calculation of perturbed flow of fluid, such as flow behind blockage, require a
perfect system of constants (resistance coefficients, effective viscosity), taking into account
instability of flow of the coolant.

Summing up results of calculation of thermohydraulics of locked fuel elements by the
programs PORTER, TEMPER, it is possible to tell, that:
- the calculated velocity, pressure and temperature fields, in various assembly with blockage

of the diverse form and size in comparison to approprlNPE experimental data testify to
applicability and satisfactory accuracy of the used method for calculation of complex three-
dimensional flows with strong disturbances;
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- for precise calculation of spatial coolant flow in bundles of fuel elements it is necessary
further perfecting and extension of area of applicability of a system of constants (empirical
resistance coefficients and interchannel exchange) for the non- stabilized currents.

3.3. "THEHYCO-3DT" program complex

The speech goes about verification on an experimental material of IPPE of a
hydrodynamic module of a program complex "THEHYCO-3DT" (three-dimensional
thermohydraulic code), created for modeling of three-dimensional non-stationary neutron-
thermophysic processes in core of perspective nuclear power installation with fuel
assemblies without covers [24].

In the THEHYC0-3DT code the mathematical model of complex thermohydraulic
calculation of the reactor core (fig. 19) is used.

Boundary
conditions

THBECYCO-3DT

-ti

(SUBCHANNEL^
1 <**&'

NEUTRONS

SKETCH

Fig. 19. Multi-stage model for core realized in the computational SKETCH code.

At a "Core" stage the equations of conservation and boundary conditions for
incompressible viscous fluid in the supposition of model of a porous body are noted.

At a "Fuel assembly" stage the effective viscosity jueff, effective heat conduction Xeff

and crest coefficient Kt (for resistance) are set as empirical constants or are calculated
previously with the help of subchannel codes of a type COBRA-IV, SABRE etc. [54] (these
codes can be used in a code THEHYC0-3DT as auxiliary). The empirical constants are
borrowed from [1] and [55].

In porous medium consisting of a bundle of rods, the effective coefficients are
determined as:

r" - ^ (11)
2dr

Xeff =
I A
d I •-M

d
- 1

/

(12)

(13)
- 1

where ^ - resistance coefficient in a direction i; /uT,fdr - coefficients of interchannel

interaction by heat and momentum [1/m].
We shall mark, that the fact of separate use by the authors [24] in equations of energy

and motion of coefficients of interchannel exchange by a heat (juT) and momentum ( / / )
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(/ur, more correct, is a coefficient of exchange of mass, however it is possible to consider,
that it is equal (the numerical value) to a coefficient of exchange by a momentum) and the
drawing of numerical values of these coefficients from [1] answer to modern sights to a
problem of interchannel interaction in fuel assemblies of reactors and correspond to developed
in IPPE philosophy of interchannel interaction in lattices of fuel elements of cores of nuclear
reactors.

At a stage "Inter-fuel-element channel" contact thermal resistance Rc
K°"'acl is

determined from a condition of heat transfer through a clad at use of empirical coefficients of
heat transfer ccK [55] for quasi-stationary conditions.

For verification of a code the experimental data obtained on air model in IPPE by
B.N.Gabrianovich with employees are used. The model (fig.20) consists from 563 wire-

/ j = 84 mm, step of wire wrapper V J = 62), located in awrapped rods (d = 15 mm,

triangular lattice with a relative step ^ = 1,13 (11-12 numbers till 49 rods in each). The

velocity field (Re = 7900) was measured inside model in conditions 37 % blockage of cross-
section of model at inlet or / and outlet model.

The results of calculations and experiments compared on the fig.21, 22 are agree one
another.

The authors [24] underline a universality of applicability of the THEHYCO-3DT code,
working both in core of the reactor, and in assembly at use of various coolant (air, liquid
metal), however it is marked, that at any application of this code the effective coefficients
(11) - (13) should be updated, and hereafter, for code verification with reference to liquid
metal cooled reactors it is necessary to receive experimental data on liquid metal.

4g camels of matturanenU
49 rod.

Fig. 20. Experimental assembly (d=15 mm, L/d =84, T/d = 62, s/d = 1,13); Re = 7900.
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FIG. 21. A field of velocity behind central blockage at inlet (a) and axial velocity in a central
channel (6); calculation; • - experiment.
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Fig. 22. A field of velocity for near-a-wall by blockage at inlet (a) and axial velocity in a central
channel (6); calculation; • - experiment.

CONCLUSIONS

In addition to earlier published researches of the authors [56-58] of the analysis and
generalization of results of experiments on study of velocity and temperature fields for fuel
assemblies of fast reactors with partial blockage of cross-section under the coolant the
analysis being available in the literature (known to the authors) works on numerical modeling
of an indicated problem is conducted.
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